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Location - The  two cultures are very close to each other, 

which results in similar ideal and values.

- Chinese culture have strongly influence 

Japanese culture.



Language Japanese had no writing system before 3rd century, 

while China was already a very established  civilization 

with a well established writing system of characters, 

called Hanzi. The Japanese decide to use the system 

but later created their own writing system and 

language. However Hanzi/kanji(How japanese refer 

Hanzi) was still heavily used.



Religion -Confucianism originated in China and was introduced 

to Japan via Korea

-Spread the teachings and influence art and literature.



Religion -Buddhism was also introduced to Japan from China.

-Become one of the most influential religion in Japan 

next to Shinto.

-Buddhist monasteries build all over Japan similar to 

China.

-Monks practice the religion differently.



Food - Japanese and Chinese culture both have similar 

food.

- Rice, noodles and other(flavoring very similar, as in 

the use of similar sauce)

-Chinese culture likes processed meal, Japanese likes 

raw food.



Transportation -Bus, planes, cars, and subway.

-The Tokyo subway system is one of the largest and 

busiest in the world



Etiquette/Manner - Japanese have a lot of custom

- people greet each other by bowing. The bow ranges 

from a small nod of the head (casual and informal) to 

a deep bend at the waist (indicating respect).

- Japanese people say "itadakimasu,"(I have received 

the food) before they eat while saying "gochiso sama 

deshita”(Thanks for the food)after they eat.



Etiquette/Manner -Taking the transportation also have many etiquette

-Don't take up too much space. Sharing the seat with 

others and not putting any luggage on the seat.

-Keep it quiet

- Phone on mute/Don’t talk on the phone

-Get on the train in turns

-Don't eat and drink



Cafe -Japan contains a lot of cafe called kissaten

-drink different drinks and have many desserts

-for business meeting or just to relax
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